
Intro to Computing                     Lab 3                       September 9, 2009

Objectives:  You will gain experience using C++’s:
� if statements
� if/else statements
� strcmp function from the cstring library to compare strings

Download the following file to your desktop:  http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs051f09/labs/lab3.zip
Extract this file by right-clicking on lab3.zip icon and selecting Extract All.  

Part A:  The Lab3PartA folder contains a Visual Studio C++ project file:  Lab3PartA.sln.  Double-click on it to
start this project in Visual Studio.  Compile the project using Build | Build Solution (or F7).  Look at the error
messages generated and try to fix the syntax errors.  After you have all of the syntax errors and it builds
successfully, run the program several times to test it.  Fix any logic errors (i.e., does not give reasonable output
for the given input) that you discover.

When you are satisfied with your answers (or hopelessly stuck), raise your hand and have an instructor

check your answers

Part B:  Write a C++ program that prompts the user for a package weight and prints the shipping charge
according to the following table.  You should use If/else if formatting for your if statements.

$3.80Over 10 pounts

$3.00Over 6 pounds, but not more than 10 pounds

$2.20Over 2 pounds, but not more than 6 pounds

$1.102 pounds or less

Rate per PoundWeight of Package

a)  Draw the flow-chart for your If/else statements

b)  Test your program thoroughly to make sure that it works correctly.  Don’t just pick input values at random.
Instead, use test data values to check each weight range and the boundary values between the ranges.   Record
the package weights you used to test your program and their corresponding shipping charges in the following
table:

Shipping Charge Output by the

Program

Shipping Charge ExpectedWeight of Package (input)

When you are satisfied with your answers, raise your hand and have an instructor check your program.
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Part C:  Comparing two strings cannot use the normal relational operators.  The strcmp function (accessed

by including the cstring header file) takes two strings as arguments, strcmp(string1, string2), and

returns an integer value to indicate the result of the comparison.  The meaning of the integer value returned by  
the strcmp function is:

string1 is greater than string2a positive integer

string1 is less than string2a negative integer

string1 equals string20

MeaningResult returned by
strcmp(string1, string2)

The following program (in Lab3PartC folder) uses strcmp to alphabetically sort two names entered by the user.

// Program 4-26: Uses strcmp to alphabetically sort two names
#include <iostream>
#include <cstring>
using namespace std;

int main() {
const int SIZE = 50;
char name1[SIZE];
char name2[SIZE];

// Get the names
cout << "Enter a name (last, first): ";
cin.getline(name1, SIZE);

cout << "Enter another name (last, first): ";
cin.getline(name2, SIZE);

// Display them sorted in alphabetical order.
cout << "Here are the names sorted alphabetically:\n";
if (strcmp(name1, name2) < 0) {

cout << name1 << endl << name2 << endl;
} else if (strcmp(name1, name2) > 0) {

cout << name2 << endl << name1 << endl;
} else { 

cout << "You entered the same name twice!\n";
} // end if

return 0;
} // end main

a)  Run the program with the names:  “Jone, Williams” and “Jones, Tom”.  Explain why strcmp

works correctly when it compares the comma in “Jone, Williams” with the ‘s’ in “Jones, Tom”.  

b)  Modify the program to ask for three names and sort them alphabetically.

When you are satisfied with your answer to part (a) and your program that sorts three names, raise your

hand and have an instructor check your answer and program.   

Print your program file (.cpp) to turn in -- make sure you include your name.

Do not forget to "log off" of the machine you are working on.  
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